JIB
Complete informations on this form will enable us to design the best proffesional sail for Your boat.
If You have old sail, You can send it to us, or complete the measurement form of existing jib, You can
find it on our website. If it’s possible send us IRC or ORC certificate.
If any dimension is unclear to You, see the technical drawing included to the form.
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dimension
„I”

Height of foretriangle. Measured from deck level (not mast step) along the forward edge
of the mast to the intersection of the forestay and mast.

dimension
„J”

Base of the foretriangle. Measured from the front of the mast horizontally to the
intersection of the forestay and deck.

Maximum
luff

Maximum distance between tack shackle (tack point) to the swivel shackle (head point).
Fix the measurer edge to the jib halyard and hoist it maximum to the top.

Maximum
foot

1. Fix the rope (or measurer if You have two) to the jib halyard.
2. Hoist it maximum to the top.
3. Fix measurer to the tack shackle (tack point).
4. Place the rope (from point „1") toward the jib track until the measurer slightly touches
spreader or the lower diagonal shroud. Rope touch:
spreader
shroud
5. Place the traveler on that point.
6. Measure (with measurer from point „3") distance from tack shackle (tack point) to
upper part of the clew traveler.

Tack point fitting type

30

longitudinal

Forestay diameter

trasversal

closed loop

hook

snap shackle

F2

F1
E1

E2
head point

sheer line
D2
D1

tack point
(the tack shackle should be set about 30 degrees
from the forestay, during the measurements try to
keep the shackle in this position)
The yacht deck is not perfectly straight. Provide the difference between forestay attachment point and the
shrouds attachment point to the water line. This dimension is called the sheer line
M. dimension is difference between mast step and deck

Dimension from head point (with halyard hoisted maximum to the top)
to front (D1) and end (D2) egde of clew traveler

D1

D2

Dimension from forestay attachment point to front (E1) and end (E2)
egde of clew traveler

E1

E2

Dimension from boat centerline to front (F1) and end (F2) egde of clew
traveler

F1

F2

Clew traveler

If the clew travelers are on the
roof of the cabin, how much
higher than deck

on the deck

on the roof of the cabin

Notes (add Your special needings for Your sail):

